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Prospective Puppy Buyer Questionnaire
PLEASE fill out or COPY AND PASTE and email to angelmoonkennels@gmail.com

PROSPECTIVE BUYER INFORMATION
Name:
Address:
Phone:
E-mail address:

General Questions
Why do you want an American Staffordshire Terrier?

Have you educated yourself on the breed?

Are you acquiring the Amstaff for yourself or for someone else? If for someone else, are they aware of your
intentions, or is the dog to be a surprise?

How does your partner or spouse or other household members feel about the breed or getting a dog?

Do you have children living with you or visiting regularly and if so their ages?
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If you have children will you supervise them around the Amstaff?

Is anyone in the household allergic to dogs that will inhibit them from keeping one in the house?

Who will be caring for the Amstaff in your household?

Do you have any other pets in your household and if so breed? What age? Or they spayed/neutered (if dog or
cat)?

Have you ever returned a dog after purchase? and if so for what reason?

Have you ever lost a pet to a tragic accident and if so why?

Do you own a house or rent apt/home? If you rent/lease will you landlord allow this breed?

Do you have a fenced in yard where the dog cannot get out?

Is the American Staffordshire Terrier Banned where you live?

Please be made aware that some insurance companies will not insure or drop you for owning this breed of
dog. Also, some subdivisions and home owner associations will not allow you to own this breed. Please
acknowledge yes that you understand this.

Will the Amstaff live in the house or outside?

Have you or anyone in your household ever been charged with animal cruelty or had any animal taken away
from you or any member of your household?
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Have you or any person in your household ever been suspended privileges by the American Kennel Club, the
United Kennel Club, the Canadian Kennel Club, or any other such club? If yes, please explain.

Where will the Amstaff spend most of its time?

Will someone be home with the Amstaff or will he/she be left unattended for several hours?

Where will the Amstaff ride in your vehicle? Will it ride loose? In a Crate? In a Safety Harness?
In the back of a pick up truck?

Will you be willing to put in time for training with your Amstaff?

Will you be willing to crate or kennel your Amstaff for it’s own safety while it matures?

If you were to move or for personal reasons or separate from your spouse/partner, what would happen to your
Amstaff?

Puppy / Adult / Breeder

Are you interested in a puppy, an older pup, or an adult Amstaff?

Do you prefer a male or female?

Please describe any physical attributes that are of particular importance to you in the puppy/dog you are
seeking at this time?

Do you prefer a pet/companion Amstaff? Performance Amstaff? Show/Breeding Amstaff?

Are you willing to spay/neuter your Amstaff at some point per contract obligations?
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Please describe any traits you would like in your puppy?

What do you expect of me as your American Staffordshire Terrier’s breeder?

Will you be willing to send pictures or videos here and there about you Amstaff throughout it's life?

Are you aware that you have to follow up with vaccinations and veterinary care for your American Staffordshire
Terrier including worming, heartworm, flea care, etc?

Socialization and Training

Are you aware and prepared to spend time SOCIALIZATION AND TRAINING for an American Staffordshire
Terrier?

Have you ever experienced any behavior problems with past or present dogs in your household and if so how
did you resolve them?

What do you use for disciplinary?

What kind collar do you use?

Would you be willing to enroll your Amstaff in a training class?
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OTHER Information and References

Are you prepared for the responsibility of caring of your American Staffordshire Terrier all it's life?

Do you have a veterinarian reference?

Do you have any other references?

How did you hear about Angel Moon Kennels?

Anything else you would like to add?

Please note, we are sorry if some of these questions are personal we are just trying to find the best homes
possible for our puppies. We hope to have you part of our Angel Moon Family and a friend for life.

Please copy this questionnaire and sign. I affirm that all statements made above are true to the best of my
knowledge.

Name
Signature
Date

